




What to prepare before the lesson!!!      lesson 45
1.Laminated group info+ attendance records+students’ records.
2. Print:

Let’s congratulate February students!!!!
Happy Birthday!!!

WhatsApp question



Asking for opinion:
What is your opinion 
about…?
What are your views on…?
What do you feel about…?

Agree:
Just so.
Naturally.
Looks like that.

Disagree:
I’m not so sure.
I doubt it.
Certainly not.



Home task: PET test!!!
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The odd ones.



Speaking: Part 2 (how to succeed).

Shall I start? – Yes.
Would you like to start? – Yes.
Would you mind if I start? – No.

Speaker 1:
I think…
In my opinion…
I believe…
From my point of 
view…
I reckon…

What do you think about...?
What is your opinion about..?
What are your views on..? 

Speaker 2:

Disagree:
I’m not so sure.
I doubt it.
Certainly not.

Agree:
Just so.
I agree with you.
Looks like that.

Reason 

Because 
…



A man is tired after a hard day’s work.
Talk together about the different 
activities available and decide which would
 be the best.

Asking for opinion:
What is your opinion 
about…?
What are your views on…?
What do you feel about…?

Agree:
Just so.
Naturally.
Looks like that.

Disagree:
I’m not so sure.
I doubt it.
Certainly not.
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Love can start differently!



(A)   It shows a family riding 
horses. 

(B)  It shows a girl playing 
the piano. 

Describe the pictures: (in pairs).



Describe the pictures: (in pairs).

(A)   It shows a family having a 
picnic. 

(B)  It shows a family 
cooking in the kitchen. 
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Remember the rules of letter writing.
                                                                                           Azov
                                                                                           Russia
                                                                                          18/12/2015
  Dear…,
  Thanks for your letter. I was very glad to get it. Sorry, I have not 
written for so long because I have been busy with my study.
In your letter you asked me about… 
Well, основная часть (ответы на вопросы)

   Sorry, I have to do my homework. Keep in touch!
   Best wishes,
   Olessya





Home task: PET test!!!









drove

  got up

had

could

sold 
would be

      would be
      

        wouldn’t mind

were 
        didn’t have

wouldn’t have

  would get

could tell

trusted

   would have

bought 
      went

        lived

  wouldn’t worry

would give



Speaking











How about shooting the situations?



Choose the fruit!

With your friend!
Choose the weather!

         Exam results!

London, The USA

We are having KET 
on the 27th of February!

The pen is going to fall down!

Each couple’s set for shooing!!!
KET  PET  FCE  



Each couple’s set for shooing!

KET  PET  FCE  



Ving_____             ____________________________                           ________








